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E2 – Q&A Nutrition Basics - Melissa Davis 

 

Q – Why is dried fruit higher than fresh in Calcium? 

A – Dried fruit is often dried at the peak of freshness, which can preserve the vitamin and 

mineral content.  Also, with the water removed and “condensing” the fruit, we consume more of 

it than we would it if were fresh.  Lastly, some dried fruits are fortified during the 

drying/preservation process. They are a lot higher in calories though! 

 

Q – As people "shrink" with age is the calculation for ideal body wt the current height or what 

they were when younger?   

A – Current height for most people.   

 

Q – Would you recommend Ensure or other protein drinks in elderly that are not obese? A – 
Ensure can be expensive; it used to also have a higher sugar content, but I believe their “max” 
product reduced that.  I will typically recommend something like Carnation Instant Breakfast 
Light Start since it is significantly cheaper and low sugar.  It does require mixing with milk, 
though.  If having milk is an issue, I like Boost over Ensure based on taste and cost 
 
Q – Can you elaborate about the risks/benefits of intermittent fasting regimens that recommend 
fasting for 15 hours and eating only during certain times of the day?   
A – I do not have a lot of knowledge about intermittent fasting.  The 15hr/day fast makes a lot 
more sense than others and is somewhat more consistent with evidence-based advice such as 
consuming calories earlier in the day rather than closer to bedtime (ie, in this type of fast, all 
calories would be consumed between 9a-6pm).  
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